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1. Letter from the President
José Galíndez,
President of Solarpack and the EKI Foundation

It is a pleasure to share with you this first Annual Report of the EKI
Foundation that includes the objectives of the Foundation, its
projects, its sources of funding and the application of this
funding
The idea of launching the EKI Foundation started in the fall of 2016 and it looked to
make a solidarity contribution that was significant in its volume, and that put at stake our
knowledge of energy technology and the complexity of its financing.
……………………………………………….
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) proposed by the United Nations in 2015, with
the challenge of eradicating extreme poverty on earth by 2030, have given us the right
context for our initiative. Universal Access to electricity is for many a necessary condition for
attaining that objective of the SDGs to eradicate poverty, and the EKI Foundation fits
perfectly into that framework. We are very aligned with the movement that Sustainable
Energy For All promotes from the United Nations and we have actively participated in its
forums.

The most important challenge that the electrification of the unconnected rural world has
is not the difficulty of its inhabitants to pay for the energy they consume. Today they are
already paying a high cost of energy in batteries, generators, etc. They could pay for the
energy they consume in many cases, but they cannot afford the initial investment, and there
is no long-term funding available to convert that initial investment into an affordable annual
cost.
The EKI Foundation wants to cover this gap and through its work catalyze financing to
these projects that due to their size and their risk (6 to 10 kW of power, €15,000 to €30,000) do
not have credit providers.
We also want to establish a practice of repayment of this loan, without interest and in
twenty years, which makes the annual cost of energy visible to users. We always ask for a
contribution to this annual cost, to the organizations with which we work, in the form of a
donation to EKI for other new projects. We are aware that the user´s repayment capacity Will
improve precisely with the economic growth we expect from this electrification. These
donations will go entirely to the financing of new projects.
We started at the beginning of 2017. Our work requires organizations that promote and
maintain health or education centers in need of reliable, sustainable and economic
electricity. Soon we came into contact with organizations such as Manos Unidas, Zabalketa,
Salesian Missions, Energy without Borders, Congregation of Our Lady of the Garden, Clarisas
Sisters and others.
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Throughout 2017 we have financed and supplied the following projects:

●
●
●
●
●

Maternity and Medical Dispensary Mpasa II, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Boarding School Puca Pampa and Chichayoc, Bolivia
School of Mange Bureh, Sierra Leone
Mtengo Hospital, Malawi.
New batteries for the Yirol Mission in South Sudan.

It is true that we have not started from nothing. We had previous experience in solidarity
projects. Solarpack (www.solarpack.es) , the company of which I am a co-founder and that
I preside, has always had the concern to leave a solidarity footprint in the communities where
its offices and projects are located. In 2008, we sent our first supply to South Sudan, to the
mission of the Comboni priest F. Parladé, with photovoltaic panels, batteries, water pump
and a generator set. Our projects in Chile, Peru and Uruguay have or have had associated
sub projects with strong social content. In Bilbao, we collaborated in the Bilbao edition of “Lo
Que De Verdad Importa”, with BAKUVA, and with THiink, among others.
On behalf of the beneficiaries, we want to thank those who have generously
collaborated and collaborate with us to make our mission possible.
Thank you,

José María Galíndez Zubiría
President of the EKI Foundation
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2. Presentation
Who are we:
The EKI Foundation is an organization established in 2017 whose mission is to finance
and supply autonomous electrical energy sources to educational, health and social
interest centers, isolated from the electricity grid in developing countries.
Our goal is to make a significant contribution to universal access to electricity and, in
this way, to the eradication of extreme poverty in the world by the year 2030, in line
with the Sustainable Development goals of the United Nations.
The EKI Foundation was established in 2017 by the initiative of the shareholders of
Solarpack (www.solarpack.es), a pioneer in the development, construction and
operation of solar photovoltaic projects of industrial size.

Mission: finance and supply autonomous electrical energy sources to
educational, health and social interest centers, isolated from the electricity
grid in developing countries.

Goal: help in the effort to eradicate the situation of extreme poverty in these
places. Our ultimate goal is to contribute to the eradication of extreme poverty
in the world by the year 2030, in line with the Sustainable Development Goals of
the United Nations.

Strategy: we act in schools and health centers through other NGOs
and strongly established organizations in situ as counterparts. We design
the project, acquire the equipment, and take care of its installation.
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3. Management
– How we operate:

José Galíndez presides over the Board of Trustees, the
governing body that makes the final decisions on
everything related to the Foundation's actions.

Ignacio Mingo is the Coordinator of the Foundation. He
is responsible for organizing and managing the different
projects according to the budget and donations.

Ángel Galíndez is the Technical Manager of the Foundation.
He is responsible for carrying out, together with Ignacio
Mingo, the relations between EKI and the Partners, and the
study and planning of the different projects.

The EKI Foundation makes the total investment of each project through its own funds and donations. Likewise,
it expects the beneficiaries / counterpart of the projects to contribute annually towards the investment
(deferred to 20 years), according to their economic capability. The money received in this way is managed
by EKI as all other donations, and it will be allocated entirely to the supply of equipment and installations in
new projects. These funds, like the rest of the donations, will never finance the management and structure
expenses of the EKI Foundation.
EKI intends with this "modus operandi" to make the annual cost of energy visible and bearable to the users,
and also to make them share in their contribution, in new solidarity projects, which, like theirs, require the supply
of electricity.
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4. Projects 2017
–what have we achieved
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School Mange Bureh, Sierra Leone
Context:
Mission-school of the Clarisas sisters
and missionaries of Christ that
required a reliable energy source for
powering the refrigerators, lights and
to pump water from the well. They
counted on an old diesel generator
that often broke down and
consumed a lot of fuel for the
meager economy of the mission.
Having a reliable and sustainable
energy source was of upmost
importance for the mission - school.

Impact:
Reliable electricity for nocturnal
lighting in the mission, pumping
water,
refrigerators,
and
the
computer room in the school.

EKI:
In December of 2017 the EKI
Foundation with a competent local
team commissioned the solar
installation.

Costs:
EKI invested 18.000€, bringing the
annual cost to 900€

IN OPERATION

NGO; Sister Clarisas / Missionaries of Christ (MCIU)
Service: Light and 24/7 electrical supply and water supply
Impact: 700 Students and 5 teachers
PV Installation: 21 panels, (5,67 kW), Inverter (8 kW), 24
Batteries (1000 Ah), LED Lighting
Social Impact: Improvement in education and water
supply

•
•
•
•
•

The school and the homes of the teachers, sisters and
missionaries had no connection to the electrical grid, which
made life especially hard in this regard. Now, with the
autonomous photovoltaic installation they have more time which
facilitates the main task of helping the children. In addition, the
school has a computer room that now has a stable and
continuous power supply.
Project carried out by the initiative of Dr. Olga Ramírez.
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Maternity & Medical Dispensary Mpasa II
Kinshasa, Democratic Republic Congo
Context:
In
collaboration
with
the
Congregation of the Daughters of
our Lady of the Garden of
Pamplona, and by the hand of Sister
Encarnación Riol, a solar installation
has been supplied for the Maternity
and Medical Dispensary. It is located
in a very humble neighborhood in a
situation of extreme poverty, without
access to reliable drinking water or
sanitation. The Sisters provide drinking
water from their well and medical
assistance, but they lacked a stable
power supply due to the frequent
electrical grid blackouts.

EKI:
In July of 2017 the EKI Foundation
with a competent local team led by
Raúl Tolosana commissioned the
solar installation.

Costs:
EKI invested18.500€, bringing the
annual cost to 925€

IN OPERATION

•
•
•
•
•
•

NGO; Congregation of Our Lady of the Garden
Service: Light and 24/7 electrical supply, and water
supply
Impact: 36.000 beneficiaries and approx. 650 births yearly
PV Installation: 18 panels, (4,68 kW), 3 Inverters (9 kW), 24
Batteries (1000 Ah), LED Lighting
Social Impact: Improvement in sanitation and quality of
service, and water supply for the community
Project Situation: Installed and in full operation

The center was connected to an unreliable electrical grid with
week-long blackouts as well as frequent daily cuts, and an old
unreliable generator to pump water that the center provides for
the community. Many births where performed with cellphone
and or candle lighting.
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The sisters manage the Maternity
and Medical Dispensary, as well as
the Women’s Promotion Center, a
Nutrition Center and a Preschool,
where they offer a daily meal to the
students which for some is the only
one of the day.
We would like to congratulate and
encourage them in their important
work and help they are providing to
the Mpasa II community.

Yirol Mission, South Sudan
Context:
In 2009, Solarpack performed a donation
through Amsudan, to the mission of Father
José Javier Parladé in South Sudan,
consisting
in
photovoltaic
panels,
batteries, electric generator and water
pump.

Impact:
Supplying electricity, light and water to
the school, student lodging, library, etc.

EKI:
Renovation of the battery bank. The
batteries installed in 2009 had reached
the end of their life. Due to the logistical
and political difficulties, the material was
acquired on site.

Costs:
EKI invested 11.000€. The annual cost of
the investment is 550€

IN OPERATION

The mission takes place in areas where war and poverty
have been leaving their footprint for decades, while the
Comboni Missionaries have maintained their presence
and aid. The EKI Foundation has continued the support
provided by Solarpack by renovating the battery bank of
the autonomous photovoltaic installation.
The Father José Javier Parladé or “Mayor dit”, as the
locals know him, has done nothing but establish and
maintain schools, hospitals, and dispensaries winning the
respect and admiration of thousands of people whose
lives he has touched. In Mabán first where he started the
schools and cooperatives for 91 cooperatives around
him.
This Comboni missionary arrived in South Sudan in 1972.
For 45 years he has suffered wars, famines, prison and all
kinds of dangers, but it never crossed his mind to leave
the country.
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Boarding School, Puca Pampa, Bolivia
Context:
In collaboration with the NGO Zabalketa, we have developed
the electrification project with photovoltaic energy for a small
girls boarding lodge and school, located in the Bolivian Andes
at 2,800 m (9,183 ft) altitude. A thermal solar water system will
also be installed so they may have hot water.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NGO; Zabalketa
Service: Lighting and 24/7 electrical supply and hot
water
Impact: 30 resident students and 100 students
PV Installation: 9 panels, (2,38 kW) 1 Solar thermal
tanque, Inverter (3 kW), 24 Bateries (625 Ah)
Estimated Investment: 15.000€
Annual Energy Cost:750€
Social Impact: Improvement in education and
sanitation
Project Situation: Shipped and in the installation process

The boarding lodges and school do not have have an
electrical energy source nor hot water source for the showers.

Boarding School Chichayoc, Bolivia
Context:
In collaboration with the NGO Zabalketa, we have developed
the lighting project for the Chichayoc boarding school. With
Lighting kits and two autonomous streetlights for the exterior of
the school to provide night lighting and security.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NGO; Zabalketa
Service: Lighting for the boarding lodges and school
Impact: 20 residents y 100 students
Installation: 10 Lighting kits and two streetlights
Expected Investment: 2.400€
Annual energy cost: 120€
Social Impact: Improvement in education
Project Situation: Shipped and in the installation process

The school of Chichayoc, located in the Bolivian Andes at 3,000
meters altitude, is attended by boys and girls from the
surrounding villages, some of which live far away. Therefore,
some students stay to sleep at the boarding school, both the
boarding school and classrooms lack lighting.
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Expected
commissioning for
both projects;
MARCH 2018

Hospital Mtengo, Malawi
Context:
In collaboration with the NGO Manos Unidas,
we are developing an ambitious project to
supply electrical backup to various buildings
of the Mtengo Hospital, located in Malawi.
The hospital provides its services to patients
belonging to a very poor rural population
heavily affected by AIDS and drought.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NGO; Manos Unidas
Service: Light & 24/7 electrical supply
Impact: 70.000 beneficiaries
PV Installation: Inverter (8 kW), 24
Batteries (1500 Ah), 2 MPPT (85 A)
Expected Investment: 20.000€
Annual Energy Cost: 1.000€
Social Impact: Improvement in
hospital service
Project situation: Shipped and in the
installation process

The hospital has daily electrical cuts due to
the poor state of the electrical grid. They rely
on an old expensive electrical generator that
is frequently not started due to the high fuel
prices.

The community of San Egidio and specifically the DREAM
project, installed in 1995 the first molecular biology
laboratory in the country at the service of patients for free
to treat AIDS and prevent the spread of the virus with the
same standards used in western countries.
Dream and its laboratory, located in the hospital of
Mtengo, has given us the use of 40 panels (9.8 kW) for our
installation.

Expected commissioning in:
APRIL 2018
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5. Origen and Application of Funds 2017
At the beginning of the year, coinciding with the startup
of the Foundation, the Trustee Board made the
disbursement. This endowment has allowed us to cover
all the expenses and investments for the year 2017. We
have also counted on the office space granted by
Solarpack and the support of many of its professionals.

Income: 161.832€
Contribution of the
Trustee Board

10%

In November we carried out a small fundraising
campaign and opened the “collaborate” section on our
website, which was very well received. All the funds
raised by the donors will be invested 100% in the external
supplies of projects.

90%

Collaborators

Our policy on donations is very clear: The Trustee Board
of the Foundation are committed to cover with their
contributions the structure costs and the direct EKI costs
to Projects. All donations from external collaborators will
be devoted solely and exclusively to cover external
supplies for projects. The part not covered by these
donations are covered by the contribution of the Trustee
Board.
This first year the fixed structural costs have supported the
formal and legal creation of the Foundation, as well as
the creation of our window to the public, which is our
webpage www.fundacióneki.org

Expenses 161.800€

Projects by Countries
BOLIVIA

STRUCTURE COST
16%
43%

16% 13%
DIRECT EKI COSTS TO
PROJECTS

41%

20%
26%

EXTERNAL SUPPLIES TO
PROJECTS
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25%

MALAWI
D.R. CONGO
SIERRA LEONE
SOUTH SUDAN

6. Projects for 2018
–Where are we headed
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7. Budget for 2018
Income Budget 2018:
250.900€

Income 2018
In 2018 (November) we will count with the annual
contributions of the Trustee Board, which will allow us to
face the year 2019 with solvency. In addition, we
estimate that we will double the contributions with
respect to 2017, thanks to two contact campaigns that
we will carry out in June and November.
Expenses:
In the section of structure costs, we expect to reduce the
bill in the communication and legal advisory sections,
since in 2017 most of these expenses were in the legal
formalization of the Foundation and in the creation of
the website.
We maintain the two full time personnel, in charge of the
operation of the Foundation and the development,
execution and monitoring of the projects. Some tasks will
be entrusted to volunteers.
Projects:
In 2018 we expect to perform 7 new projects in 5
countries and conclude the 3 already started in two
countries in 2017. The cost of external supplies to these
projects acquisition of equipment, logistics, and
installation on-site) will amount to 146.800€, which added
to the direct costs of EKI to projects totals a cost of
projects of 231.863€

TRUSTEE BOARD
12%

88%

Expenses Budget 2018:
250.900€
STRUCTURE COST
8%
34%

Budget for 2018 by Country
BOLIVIA
12% 8%
3%
14%

15%

MALAWI
PERU
SIERRA LEONE

18%

30%

OTHER
COLLABORATORS

SOUTH SUDAN
GUINEA
D.R. OF CONGO
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EXTERNAL SUPPLIES TO
PROJECTS
58%

DIRECT EKI COSTS TO
PROJECTS

8. Financial Statements
Balance Sheet 31.12.2017 EKI Foundation
31/12/2017

Monetary unit: Euros
1. NON CURRENT ASSETS
I. Intangible assets.
II. Tangible fixed assets.
IV. Inv gruop & asoc LP
V. Inv end LP
VI. Deffered income tax assets
2. CURRENT ASSETS
II. Inventory
III. Debtors and other accounts receivable
1. Clients
2. Group clients & asoc
3. Various debtors
6. Other credits with Public Admins.
IV. Group Inv & asoc CP

0
0
0
0
0
0
235.072
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

V. Short term financial investments
2. Credits to companies.
5. Other financial assets
VI. Short term accruals.
VII. Cash and other assets.
TOTAL ASSETS

0
0
0
0
235.072
235.072

31/12/2017

Monetary unit: Euros
3. NET EQUITY
A-1 Own capital
I. Foundation endowment/Social fund.
V. Funding Surpluses from previous years.
VII. Surplus of this year.
A-3 Grants and donations.
4. NON CURRENT LIABILITY
I. Long term provisions.
II Long term debts
III. Group and asoc debts LP
IV. Liabilities by deferred tax.
5. CURRENT LIABILITY
II. Short term provisions
III. Short term debts
V. Creditors and other account payables
1. Suppliers
3. Sundry creditors
4. Personal
6. Public Admins. Debts
VI. Short term accruals
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

229.460
600
600
0
0
228.860
0
0
0
0
0
5.612
0
0
5.612
0
1.765
0
3.847
0
235.072

Profit & Loss Account
EKI Foundation
Monetary unit: Euros

2017

Budg. 2018

1.INCOME FROM OWN ACTIVITY
2.OPERATING EXPENSES

161.832

250.904

-161.811

-250.879

1.Expenses for aid and other

-68.518

-146.800

2.Personnel expenses

-79.357

-100.074

3.Depreciation and amoritsation
4.Other activity expenses

0
-13.936

5.Donations

-4.005

0

EXCEDENTE DE LA ACTIVIDAD
3.SURPLUS FROM FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
1.Financial incomes

21

25

-21

-25

0

2.Financial expenses

-21

3.Net foreign exchange

-25

0

SURPLUS BEFORE COMPANY TAX

0

0

0

0

4.INCOME TAXES

SURPLUS AFTER COMPANY TAX
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Legal Data:
EKI Fundazioa - EKI Foundation, was constituted by Public Deed
on November 21, 2016 granted by the Getxo Notary Mr. Javier
Gimeno, Protocol 2488
Inscribed in the Registry of Foundations of the Basque
Government under the registration number F-417
NIF: G95864872
Social Headquarters:
Avenida de Algorta 16 – 3º 48992 Getxo
Telephone: (+34) 94 430 9204
Email: info@fundacioneki.org
Web: www.fundacioneki.org
Edited: EKI Foundation
Design and Layout:
Sol Galindez

9. COLLABORATE – what can you do
If you want to contribute to the EKI Foundation, consult
the "collaborate" section on our website or contact us at
info@fundacioneki.org or call us. All contributions will be
dedicated exclusively to external supplies to projects,
without any contribution to the structural costs of the EKI
Foundation.

Thank You
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